In the past few years, publicized privacy violations 1 have regularly spawned class action lawsuits in the United States, 2 even when the company made a good faith mistake and no victim suffered any quantifiable harm. Privacy advocates often cheer these lawsuits because they generally favor vigorous enforcement of privacy violations, but this essay encourages privacy advocates to reconsider their support for privacy class action litigation. By its nature, class action litigation uses 1. SCU's Markkula Center for Applied Ethics received $500,000 of cy pres money from the Google Buzz settlement. In re Google Buzz Privacy Litigation at 6, No. C 10-00672 JW (N.D. Cal. May 31, 2011) , available at http://www.jdsupra.com/post/fileServer.aspx?f Name=53e758fe-3dc9-4c01-a93a-99361822dd32.pdf. Independently, SCU's High Tech Law Institute submitted an unsuccessful request for an allocation of those funds. Although lawsuits over data security breaches raise similar issues as online privacy lawsuits, this essay focuses on the latter.
2. This essay focuses exclusively on the United States, in part because of its comparatively unusual rules for class action litigation.
tactics that privacy advocates disavow. Thus, using class action litigation to remediate privacy violations proves to be unintentionally ironic.
I. THE IRONIC ATTRIBUTES OF PRIVACY CLASS ACTION LITIGATION
Class action lawsuits create numerous well-known problems. 3 This section will enumerate some of those problems, and then show how, in the context of privacy violation enforcements, 4 they create ironic outcomes for privacy advocates.
A. Class Actions Typically Are Opt-Out
Most privacy advocates prefer business practices that require consumers to "opt-in" rather than "opt-out," 5 i.e., consumers must affirmatively grant permission to a business' collection or use of their data rather than take action to prevent such collection or use. From the perspective of privacy advocates, opt-outs misinterpret consumers' silence as consent, 6 and they make consumers act to preserve the status quo-which, due to consumer acquiescence to default settings, means that consumer opt-out rates are low. to prefer an opt-out system, while privacy advocates can be expected to favor an optin system").
6. See, e.g., Hatch, supra note 5, at 1498 ("An opt-out system places a cumbersome burden on consumers to inform a company that they do not want personal information shared, which they reasonably expect should remain confidential, when the burden should rest with the company to obtain consumers' consent before disclosing highly personal information"); Sovern, supra note 5, at 1101-03; Kent Walker, Yet, class action lawsuits are typically opt-out, not opt-in, with those same downsides. Typically, if the class is certified, class members are automatically bound by the lawsuit's outcome unless they opt-out. 8 Thus, just like opt-outs in the commercial setting, consumers must affirmatively act if they do not agree with the lawsuit, and like commercial opt-outs, the class action mechanism treats silence as consent. 9 Furthermore, empirically, consumers rarely opt-out of class action lawsuits.
10 Indeed, opt-out rates for class actions are often substantially lower than privacy opt-out rates in commercial settings. As one study found:
Opt-outs from class participation and objections to class action resolutions are rare: on average, less than 1 percent of class members opt-out and about 1 percent of class members object to class-wide settlements . . . . The opt-out rate for thirty-nine consumer class action cases is less than 0.2 percent.
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Thus, privacy advocates should dislike the opt-out architecture of class action litigation just like they dislike it in commercial settings.
B. Consumers Lack Meaningful Notice or Choice About Class Action Lawsuits
Notice and choice are foundational principles of consumer privacy, 12 but class action procedures do a poor job of providing consumers with notice or choice. 14 Yet, disclosures about class action lawsuits garner the exact same criticisms. 15 So, just as we doubt consumers understand their privacy choices in commercial settings, we should doubt that consumers understand their choices about the litigation.
Of course, that assumes consumers get notice of the class action lawsuit at all. Yet, it may be difficult or impossible to provide individualized notice to all-or even some-privacy class members because no one knows their exact identity (such as in the cookie cases). In those circumstances, inevitably, some consumers' legal rights will be affected without their knowledge. 16 Even when it is possible to reach class members individually, some class members may view the use of their contact information to provide an unrequested (and inscrutable) notice of the litigation as another privacy invasion.
17
Lack of Choice. Consumers often lack any meaningful choice when presented with privacy opt-outs in commercial settings. If the consumers choose to opt-out, the business may simply provide them fewer, or less functional, services, and consumers who refuse to provide any information at all may lack meaningful competitive alternatives that will class settlements does not signal their true views about the settlement).
14. do business with them on a more private basis.
Similarly, consumers who opt-out of class action lawsuits often lack viable alternatives.
18 Opting-out typically preserves the consumer's right to bring an individual lawsuit, but that option is not meaningful to most consumers. 19 An individual lawsuit can be expensive-in many cases, costing more than the maximum possible financial relief available to a successful litigant (sometimes called "negative value" lawsuits)-and pursuing the suit may require time and expertise that the consumer does not have. Thus, even if consumers understand their rights to opt-out of the class, it is rarely an attractive option.
Additionally, even consumers who opt-out of the class may be affected by the lawsuit's outcome. First, while the consumer could theoretically obtain non-monetary relief that differs from the nonmonetary relief obtained by the class action lawsuit, subsequent judges will be reluctant to order any conflicting relief. Thus, the class action's resolution imposes a de facto limit on the remedies available to class members who opt-out and pursue their own lawsuits.
Second, to the extent the class action leads to an order or settlement requiring behavioral changes by the defendant, such as changed data management practices, the opting-out consumer will be subject to those changes as well. 20 Third, if the defendant must make payments that are not covered by insurance, the opting-out class member bears any increased fees the business imposes on consumers. 21 Or, if the payment is financially ruinous to the defendant, the opting-out class member loses the service entirely.
18. Opt-out can occur in a couple of different ways. Class members can opt-out of the lawsuit entirely. If the lawsuit settles, the class member may be given a second opt-out opportunity. Or, in the case of settlements, class members can remain in the class and object to the settlement terms, although doing so is typically futile. See Leslie, supra note 3, at 97-101. This essay focuses only on the first opt-out option, but the analysis largely applies equally to a settlement opt-out or an objection to the settlement. 20. This could apply even if the opting-out consumer has terminated his/her business relationship with the defendant, e.g., if the defendant changes its practices for data the defendant has legitimately retained about the departed consumer. 
C. Consumers Lack Autonomy Over the Lawsuit
Privacy advocates are often concerned about how privacy violations hinder individual autonomy. 22 Yet, by its nature, class action litigation strips class members of their autonomy. Class members typically do not choose the lawyers purportedly advancing their interests. 23 Class counsel is effectively self-appointed 24 until the judge appoints counsel. 25 Furthermore, the lawyers, not the class members, drive all of the key decisions in the litigation. 26 As the maxim goes, "class counsel controls the litigation."
27 Thus, to the extent litigation over privacy violations is designed to vindicate consumer autonomy, the procedure counterproductively undermines that goal.
D. Class Action Lawyers Maximize Their Own Financial Interests, Not the Class' Interests
Privacy advocates often object to businesses unfairly profiting from consumers' private data. 28 Often, privacy advocates see privacy as a "zero-sum" game, where businesses win (via profits) by making consumers lose (via privacy violations). Yet, privacy class counsel and class members may unexpectedly be in a "zero-sum" relationship as well. Just like privacy-invading companies, class action lawyers often advance their own financial interests at the expense of the class members' interests.
29
For example, class counsel might pursue settlements that maximize their payout, even if the settlement does not provide any financial relief to the class. 30 Indeed, we have seen numerous privacy lawsuit 22. See, e.g., James S. Taylor, Privacy and Autonomy: A Reappraisal, 40, S. J. PHILOSOPHY 587, 587, 601 n.1 (2002) ("it has been widely held in both the legal and the philosophical literature that a violation of one's privacy will necessarily also undermine one's autonomy . . . The claim that a violation of one's privacy will also serve to undermine one's autonomy is repeated almost ad nauseum in the literature on privacy.").
23. settlements that have provided minimal or zero financial relief for class members, 31 even though the lawyers took substantial payments for themselves. 32 A few examples (not an exhaustive list!) of recent online privacy lawsuits where class members got de minimis or no cash, unlike their lawyers:
Facebook Beacon. Facebook launched a service where third party websites reported back information about Facebook users' activities, and Facebook displayed that information in users' newsfeeds without the users' explicit permission. Facebook settled the resulting lawsuits for $9.5 million, 33 of which over $2.3 million went to the plaintiffs' lawyers 34 and about $25,000 went to class representatives. The remaining funds are slated for a new privacy foundation.
Google Buzz. Google launched a new social network, Google Buzz, which disclosed private information from users' Gmail accounts. Google settled the resulting lawsuits for $8.5 million, 35 of which the plaintiffs' lawyers could claim up to 30% (over $2.5 million) and class representatives got up to $2,500 each. 36 The remaining funds went to consumer education and privacy organizations.
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NebuAd. NebuAd provided behavioral advertising technology to Internet access providers which allegedly violated various privacy laws.
NebuAd settled the resulting lawsuits for $2.4 million, of which up to $800,000 went to the plaintiffs' lawyers and seven class representatives got between $1,000 and $5,000. 38 The remaining funds went to various privacy organizations. 39 Overall, the financial payoffs of class action litigation can lead to undesirable strategic behavior. For example, if multiple class action cases are filed and are not consolidated, settlement of one lawsuit moots the others-meaning the settling lawyers get paid and the other lawyers get zilch. This enables the defendant to conduct a "reverse auction," 40 where the lawyers compete with each other to settle at a cheaper price to the defendant because the lowest-bidding lawyer will be the only lawyer to get paid (the auction has an implicit minimum price: the minimum amount the judge will approve). In a winner-takes-all situation like this, the interests of class members hardly take precedence.
Even if the defendant does not conduct a reverse auction, it can still take advantage of the lawyers' financial incentives to derogate the interests of class members. Instead of fighting the class action lawsuit, a defendant can choose to embrace it as an expeditious way to resolve questions about its practices. In this situation, for the price of the settlement, the defendant can eliminate all past legal liability and potentially obtain judicial approval for its current business practices across all consumers. Because the plaintiffs' lawyers will get paid from the settlement, the lawyers representing the class may be pliable in their negotiations. Once a settlement is struck, both the defendant and the plaintiffs' lawyers have strong financial incentives to jointly persuade the judge to accept the deal. Effectively, then, a class action lawsuit can help the defendant and the plaintiffs' lawyers collude with each other to advance their financial interests, with the judge (and any objecting class members) being the only line of defense to protect consumers' interests. In extreme situations, the defendant who anticipates class action litigation will shop for class counsel to initiate litigation and then negotiate a sweetheart settlement with those plaintiffs' attorneys. Even in an ongoing class lawsuit, the class counsel may fear standing up to a defendant who offers a sweetheart deal, lest that defendant solicit another class counsel to file a competing class action in another jurisdiction, settle the latter case immediately, and wipe out the first class action altogether, leaving the original class counsel on the hook for its costs and without any recovery at all. Leslie, supra note 3, at 80 (footnote omitted).
II. IMPLICATIONS
Let us assume this essay is correct, and privacy class action litigation creates irony. Privacy advocates still might consider privacy class action litigation an acceptable tool, despite the irony, because the ends justify the means or the alternatives are not any better.
Ends Justify the Means. Even if class action litigation is not an ideal way to advance consumer interests, privacy advocates could nevertheless decide that its virtues trump its disadvantages. Class action litigation remediates specific privacy violations on an ex post basis, especially when individual litigation is not cost-justified for any one affected consumer. Even if consumers do not get the cash, defendants may make behavioral changes that benefit consumers (voluntarily or through an injunction). And cy pres payouts are supposed to provide indirect benefits to consumers generally, 41 although critics have strongly questioned this. 42 Furthermore, the specter of potential privacy class action litigation encourages companies to avoid privacy violations ex ante. 43 Still, it is hard to isolate the ex ante effects of class actions compared with the ex ante effects of other enforcement mechanisms (such as government enforcement) 44 and adverse consequences from negative publicity. 46. In the online privacy context, we may not be realizing this benefit. Many online However, these benefits do not come for free. Privacy class action litigation is redistributive. It often enriches only a small coterie of lawyers and cy pres recipients at the expense of everyone else: the defendants' stockholders or insurance companies, employees and service providers terminated or not hired due to the lawsuit's financial impact, and ultimately consumers-the class members who the lawyers are supposedly representing!-who pay more (or get worse services) because the litigation payoffs are not being invested in better services at lower prices. Worse, when privacy class action lawsuits fail in court-a startlingly frequent outcome 47 -the defense costs harm class members without any countervailing benefits at all.
So are the ex post and ex ante benefits of privacy class action lawsuits worth the costs imposed on the system plus the intrinsic ironies of class action litigation? There are not easy answers, but it is a question privacy advocates need to thoughtfully consider.
While doing so, privacy advocates should recognize a further irony of the "ends justify means" rationale. After all, companies routinely use the same rhetoric to justify their activities, arguing that their privacy practices are in the consumers' "best interest." Do privacy advocates really want to embrace this sophistry? Especially for privacy advocates who believe privacy is a fundamental right, it seems like it should be a non-starter to embrace disavowed tactics to "protect" those fundamental rights.
Enforcement Alternatives Are not Better. Even recognizing class action litigation's defects, privacy advocates might still feel it is a better enforcement mechanism than the alternatives. The truth is that all privacy enforcement mechanisms have serious downsides. Competitor enforcements do not advance consumer interests directly, and many competitors may fear that their own practices are not clean. Certification bodies face their own conflicts-of-interest as enforcers; an enforcement action typically means the certifier is suing one of its paying customers. 48. For example, the certification body TRUSTe has been criticized for its lackadaisical enforcement against its customers. Wayne Porter, TRUSTe Answers The Challenge and Asks Government enforcers (e.g., the Federal Trade Commission, State Attorneys General and international Data Protection Agencies) usually face fewer conflicts-of-interest, 49 but government agencies typically bring enforcement actions only in egregious situations or for its precedent value.
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Implications. In the end, almost every ex post mechanism to enforce privacy violations is not completely satisfying to privacy advocates. This explains why the FTC is so anxious to get companies to make privacysavvy ex ante decisions. 51 If privacy class action litigation actually gets businesses to make better ex ante privacy decisions than alternative enforcement mechanisms, perhaps the ends do justify the means. This is an empirical question that would benefit from additional research.
CONCLUSION
This essay identifies a quandary facing privacy advocates. So much privacy scholarship focuses on the substantive scope of privacy protection, but if enforcement will undercut the ideals encoded in the underlying privacy rights, perhaps privacy advocates are not making real progress towards their normative objectives. Additional research into optimal enforcement mechanisms for privacy violations may be a productive endeavor. 51. FTC Protecting, supra note 14.
